
November 19, 2013 
 
Mrs. Jeanette Pongratz-Doyle 
2710 South Forks Road 
Nanaimo, B.C.  V9X 1H3 
BC Hydro Acct # 
250-753-4908 
 
Ms, Erica Hamilton 
Commission Secretary 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Sixth - Floor Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3 
Commission.secretary@bcuc.com 
 
 
Dear Ms. Hamilton, 
 
Please accept and register this as a Letter of Comment for the BC Hydro 
Application for rate increases, fines, and extortion fees.  I would certainly 
expect that Letters of Comment are not being censored by BCUC with 
regards to content.  As long as the money issues are spoken in all the letters 
that should be good enough to allow them to be a Letter of Comment.  If you 
are censoring and disallowing any letters that have comments or concerns 
about Health in it along with the costs complaints that would be as 
criminally and morally wrong as what the Government is doing censoring 
BCUC from looking at the whole Smart Meter program. 
 
Attention:  Commission Panel 
 
I realize that our Totalitarian Government has tied your hands as to what you 
are allowed to look at regarding the Smart Meter Program, but you are an 
entity that is supposed to be there for the “People” not the Government.  
There have been many of us who have fought hard for you to keep your 
autonomy and separation from the Government.  I know some have even 
pushed you to fight for the same thing… (Which you should)….a true 
Democracy would never allow this to happen. 
 
You may have been “compromised” on what you can make decisions on by 
this rogue Government, but you still need to listen to the people for what 
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their concerns are regarding the Smart Meter Program as a whole which 
includes the rate increases, it is not just about the rate increases.   
 
BCUC is being asked to keep lawless order in check from the voted in 
Government that is in power.   Someone needs to make sure the rights of the 
people are protected from the active officials that were voted in, to look after 
the best interest of the Peoples of BC and have ended up looking after their 
own agenda, who cares about the People.  BCUC needs to make sure lines 
are not crossed from the Democracy that is suppose to run our Country as 
compared to the Totalitarian Government that is in place right now running 
BC and BCUC.   Someone needs to keep a check and balance of 
accountability on this Government.  After all the corrupt activity that was 
exposed by the Auditor General, Mr. Doyle, one does ask; Is there anyone 
that is not paid off or bought out by Industry or Government that are actually 
there for the People, who are not willing to threaten and brow beat the 
people of BC to conformity? 
 
As you can see, this Government has lost the trust of a major group of the 
People.  This Government is also totally responsible for turning what was 
known at BC’s Jewel, (BC Hydro) into the most corrupt Government 
Corporation of the day and turning their employees from respected Hydro 
workers into nothing more than modern day thugs that people fear to have 
on their property. 
 
BCUC at least has control over rate increases even though you do not have 
the ability to stop this Government in its tracks with their actions that are 
anything but Democratic over the forcing of the Smart Meters on every 
person in BC.  It is too bad we have no one to look after the perils of the 
people over the proliferation of microwaves with technology that is totally 
unproven to be safe in any aspect. 
 
First and foremost, we live in a Democratic Country.  This must never be 
shadowed through this thought process. 
 
There is not one corner of the Smart Meter Program that I can make fall 
under “Democratic” rule, not even the $35 per month penalty along with the 
$100 fine which again is within your purview. 
 
I can only believe that they (Clark, Coleman, Bennett), are in the “back 
room” again, rewriting the very laws that Governs them, so they can break 
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the rules in order to control and force BCUC, the Judges in our Judicial 
System (re: The Class Action Case, and the Human Rights Tribunal Case as 
well as already controlling outcomes at BCUC by tying your hands) to make 
a total mockery of the entire Procedural Process, the Judicial System that we 
are suppose to believe in for Societal Order period.  It is up to you BCUC to 
stop this madness. 
 
If this was happening on the other side of the world……..our self-righteous 
North American entities would be calling in the Army to bring that part of  
the world “Democracy”.  Maybe it is time for us to do the same thing. 
 
Can you actually say that the Liberals are not crossing any boundaries (lines) 
of the Democratic Country that we live in with the rate increases, fines and 
head taxes asked for?  You cannot. 
 
Can you actually say that the Liberals are not stampeding over the People’s 
rights? You cannot. 
 
Somebody has to get a backbone and stand up to this Totalitarian 
Dictatorship and force them back in line to the Democratic Country we are 
run by.  Someone has to do their JOB and look out for the People.  BCUC 
must step up or you become one of them. 
 
 
BC is now to the point of hitting the most vulnerable in our Society at the 
start of the coldest time of the year.  There are many people who cannot 
afford to pay the extortion fees being asked for by BC HYDRO.  Many 
seniors, single income families, and those on the Social System will be put 
in the position of making the choice of putting food on their table or heating 
their homes.   
 
Homes will have pipes freezing and bursting because they cannot afford to 
run their heat. Many homes will end up with mold problems because of the 
dampness incurred.  Seniors, babies, kids and lower waged workers will be 
getting sick more often, causing stress on the already suffering Medical 
System and causing less for the family to live on.  More hardship. 
 
Considering BC HYDRO has already ten fold increased the monies taken in 
because most of the Meters that have been replaced with Smart Meters have 
increased the customer’s bills by up to and past 50.  What the heck are they 
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doing with all that money?  The Head Tax and non-conformity fees are 
absolutely unjust penalties incurred on the most vulnerable. 
 
These next two paragraphs need to be here so I will voice them even though 
you are not allowed to act on the health issues because it explains the third 
paragraph of what you are allowed to look at. 

Don’t forget about the People that already have adverse affects from Wi-Fi 
like me and many others.  You may not be able to do anything about this, 
but you have an obligation to hear it because it does mount to extortion for 
my family (protection monies paid to the bully to keep safe, nothing more 
than the biker gangs have done for years).  I have the same reaction to Wi-Fi 
(worse on low ceiling dry days) as people do with Shell Fish allergies or 
Peanut allergies with anaphylactic shock response. I can only stay for short 
periods at a time and must leave as soon as my tongue starts swelling up, my 
heart beats so fast I can feel it on the outside of my chest, my blood feels 
like it is boiling and races from head to toe and creates instant headaches.  
My scalp tingles with itch, and my spine becomes hot and on fire with 
tingles and I cannot concentrate or think straight. My hand movements start 
to jerk out of my control, if I am holding coins they will drop, my vision 
goes blurry, I cannot grab things from my memory and it can take two to six 
hours to recover back to normal again, away from Wi-Fi!

The Exponent is WRONG, and they are a biased, blatant conflict of interest 
form of Industry because the owners own Patents for Wireless Technology 
Inventions (that is documented in the Introduction of the Exponent at the 
Fortis Hearing Application for the Smart Metering Program, which you as 
lawyers are fully aware that should EXEMPT and DISQUALIFY them from 
any say, even as an opinion, in the REAL world) then they extort money 
from the People ($60,000 for that Report Fortis paid I do believe, (which 
comes from the People) that they can change at anytime with more BS for 
more money) then that is USED against the People again to call them  
“stupid” that there are no adverse effects from wireless technology!  Then 
they somehow TRUMP every other legitimate study and report because they 
CHARGE MONEY!!!!!   Biker Gang mentality!   Something is WRONG 
with this picture! BCUC you need to change the corrupt status quo.  Now 
BC Hydro wants to get away with this form of Extortion as well! 

  All because BC 
Hydro electrified my family for five weeks from negligent Safety Practices 
and Procedures in 2010.  I never experienced any of the above before being 
electrified.   
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Keeping the main focus on penalties, fines and monthly extortion fees, how 
can you allow BC Hydro to charge me a $100 fine for not conforming when 
you can see for yourself that I would not even be able to live in my own 
home if I had a Smart Meter forced on it?  Then allow them to charge me 
$35.00 per month penalty, extortion fee just to protect myself and my family 
from getting violently sick or from going into seizures again like when BC 
Hydro electrified my family for five weeks in 2010?  At the same time the 
people that took a Smart Meter (by their choice or not) and live in an area 
the same as mine that is not set up with Collectors, Transmitters and 
Receivers (and could take up to five years) have their meters read at the 
same time and do not get charged a cent just because they conformed?  What 
kind of BIKER GANG is running this Province?  Who would be allowing it 
to happen?  I know for a fact Premier Christy Clark, Rich Coleman and Bill 
Bennett and Acting CEO of BC Hydro would because they are biased, 
lawless, moral less to achieve their own agenda at all costs and sit there with 
the corrupt reasoning, no one else should have to pay for you yet others 
don’t pay either.  Since my reactions are the same as people with Shellfish 
Allergies or Peanut Allergies would anyone be allowed to charge them 
extortion fees to keep Peanuts or Fish out of their house?  Somebody would 
be going to jail for extortion!   It is so wrong, it is warped that you would 
even consider allowing them to do this to the very People of BC that you are 
responsible to protect!  This is an obvious attack on the non-conformers 
only.  Separating and bullying “a group” of people with concerns, is a Racist 
Act. 
 
The other question to ask yourself is why as long as I have ever paid for 
Hydro (35 yrs) when readings were only done every second month and if 
they didn’t want to send someone out that month they would guestimate a 
bill for a couple of months, is the extortion fees of $35 for an analogue and 
$20 for a disabled (tampered with) Smart Meter allowed to be charged every 
month? 
   
This is an absolutely gluttonous, lawless, childish (get even with) behaviour 
coming from the top people in this Province.  This is S H A M E F U L !!!!! 
and must be stopped. 
  
This should never be allowed in this day and age in a Country that is ruled 
by a Democracy.  It’s all about GREED and CAPITALISM and Control at 
its best.   
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All the BC Hydro customers that are giving in the last eight weeks cannot 
even be considered as people who want to change their meters. 
 
They have not held out this long, with signs and locks on their meters, for no 
reason at all.  They are being intimidated and strong armed to conform.  
They are scared of not being able to make ends meet with all the extortion 
fees that are going to be charged.   
 
They are scared that their power will be cut off and Hydro employees have 
even threatened some to cut off their power if they do not change the meter 
right now.  In a lot of cases the stress of the confrontation is unbearable.  
They in there normal lives would never be classed as hell raisers and do not 
want BC Hydro to label them.  They have been honest, good citizens all 
their lives and cannot stand the thought of more confrontation while fighting 
for their families any longer. 
 
They have lived in fear of Corix or BC Hydro coming on their property 
against their wishes and their rights.  This is not a Democracy.    
 
Please do your Job, set a Precedent for Canada and protect the people of BC. 
BCUC needs to rise against the BC Government controlling the Independent 
Regulatory Body put there for the People. 
 
I speak through the rights of Freedom of Speech……they have not taken 
that from us yet…….but I am sure it will be next if we allow it. 
  
Yours truly, 
 
Jeanette Pongratz-Doyle 
 
 




